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Abstract
It is an urgent direction of studies to ground a possibility of combining different types of raw materials at producing semi-products.

It is prospective in creating new types of products to combine white silver carp and silver crucian and regional duck in recipes of meat-containing semi-products for raising their functional and technological indices and biological effectiveness at preserving quality organoleptic characteristics in the traditional technology of meat-containing cut semi-products. There were elaborated recipes of meat-containing semi-products and conducted experimental studies of developed products with analyzing results that prove a possibility of combining duck meat and freshwater fish in recipes of meat-containing semi-products by the complete replacement of beef and pork in recipes. There were studied functional-technological indices of model forcemeats, realized the organoleptic assessment of meat-containing semi-products and their correspondence to standard requirements to this segment of products, proved microbiological safety of obtained products. The biological value of a sample of meat-containing semi-products with optimal parameters, namely the amino acid composition, including the content of replaceable and irreplaceable amino acids was studied, amino acid score was calculated, ratios of saturated, monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids were established.

The obtained experimental data prove the expedience of combining fish and meat raw materials for creating high quality and healthy products.
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1. Introduction

It is an important question in the meat-processing industry to improve the quality of ready products taking into account changeability of the composition and properties of raw materials [1]. The rational combination of traditional raw materials and the use of new types of them become an urgent task for obtaining high quality products, synchronously gaining economic efficiency.

The last years there is observed a tendency of continuous increase of a number of poultry in the world, artificial breeding of freshwater fish becomes widespread that makes these types of raw materials promising sources of full-value protein for developing new types of combined products [2–4].

The study of the chemical composition of duck meat of different breeds and types of industrial fish, bred in Ukraine, demonstrates the high content of full-value proteins in raw materials, presence and optimal ratio of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids [5–10]. The biological value of meat of waterfowl duck and freshwater fish allows to talk about prospects of using them in recipes of combined meat-fish products for developing products with the high biological value and prophylactic destination [11–14].

Functional-technological properties of combined semi-products with waterfowl poultry are not inferior to traditional analogs [15, 16, 27], and quality characteristics of meat-containing products using freshwater fish correspond to requirements, regulated by respective standards [17, 18].

But a possibility of combining waterfowl poultry and freshwater fish in mixed stuffing was not studied that is why it is an urgent task to create new meat-containing semi-products that would contain duck and regional hydrobionts (river fish).

That is why the main aim of the studies was to study functional-technological parameters and biological efficiency, microbiological safety and organoleptic characteristics of developed meat-containing cut semi-products that allow to widen the assortment of high-quality food products.

2. Materials and Methods

Regional “home cutlets” were chosen as a recipe of an analogue for grounding a possibility of replacing the main meat raw material for non-traditional one for meat-containing products. They are produced of beef and pork, adding wheat bread, onion, eggs, water and spices [19].

Forcemeat of Pekin duck, white silver carp and silver crucian, received after separating meat from bones and comminuting on a roll with orifices diameter 2–3 mm was used for the studies.

Forcemeats of duck and silver carp were used for the recipe of sample 1 instead of pork and beef, for recipe 2 forcemeat of duck and silver crucian was used instead of beef and pork in equal amounts, namely 61 %. Other recipe components didn’t change. Forcemeat for cutlets was prepared by the technological scheme (Fig. 1).

![Technological scheme of producing cut semi-products](image_url)
The functional-technological properties (water-retaining, water-binding, emulsifying abilities, emulsion stability) according to standard methods [21] and biological value were determined in model samples of meat-containing cut semi-products.

The water-binding capacity of forcemeat was determined by the pressing method [20]. Samples of 300 mg were weighted with the absolute error 1 mg. Then they were placed in a polyethylene disk, transferred on a disk of filter paper. Filter paper was placed on a glass plate in such a way that a forcemeat batch is above.

The polyethylene disk was covered by the plate, and a load with mass 1 kg was put on it. The pressing duration is 10 min. After ending of pressing, an area of a water spot is outlined by a pencil and an area of internal and external spots is determined by a planimeter. In parallel the mass share of moisture is determined in the studied sample by drying in a drying chamber at temperature 105 °C to the constant mass.

The water-binding capacity of forcemeat (WBC), as a mass share of moisture (relative to the total content of moisture in a batch), remained in a sample after pressing, was determined by (1):

\[
WBC = \left( \frac{(B-m)}{100} - 8.4S \right) / m \times 100\% \tag{1}
\]

where \(m\) – mass of the batch, mg; \(B\) – mass share of moisture in the batch, %; \(S\) – area of the wet spot, mg.

The water-retaining capacity of forcemeat was determined as a difference between the mass share of moisture in forcemeat and amount of moisture, separated at thermal processing.

The batch of accurately comminuted meat with mass 4–6 g was evenly put by a glass stick on the internal surface of the wide part of a milk fat-measurer. It was hermetically closed by a cork and placed the narrow part down on the water bath at boiling temperature for 15 min, after that the mass share of separated water is determined by a number of points on the scale of the fat-measurer.

The water-retaining capacity of meat (%) was determined by (2):

\[
WRC = B - WSC \tag{2}
\]

where \(WSC\) – water-separating capacity of meat (%). WRC was determined by (3):

\[
WRC = a \cdot n \cdot m^{-1} \times 100 \tag{3}
\]

where \(B\) – total mass share of moisture in the batch, %; \(a\) – value of a point of the fat-measurer; \(a=0.01 \text{ cm}^3\); \(n\) – number of points on the scale of the fat-measurer; \(m\) – batch mass, g.

For determining the emulsifying capacity (EC) the following methodology was used [20]. The forcemeat batch with mass 7 g was suspended in 100 cm\(^3\) of water in a homogenizer at turn frequency 66,6 s\(^{-1}\) during 60 s. Then added 100 cm\(^3\) of refined sunflower oil and the mixture was emulsified in the homogenizer at turn frequency 1500 s\(^{-1}\) during 5 min. After that the emulsion was poured in 4 calibrated centrifuged test-tubes and centrifuged at 500 s\(^{-1}\) during 10 min. Then the volume of emulsified oil was determined. EC was determined by (4), %:

\[
EC = \frac{V_1}{V} \times 100 \tag{4}
\]

where \(V_1\) – volume of emulsified oil, cm\(^3\); \(V\) – total volume of oil, cm\(^3\).

The emulsion stability was determined by heating at temperature 80 °C during 30 min and cooling by water during 15 min. [23]. Then 4 calibrated centrifuged test-tubes were filled with the emulsion and centrifuged at 500 s\(^{-1}\) during 5 min. Then the volume of the emulsified circle was determined. The emulsion stability (%) was determined by (5):
where \( V_1 \) – volume of emulsified oil, cm\(^3\); \( V_2 \) – total volume of the emulsion, cm\(^3\).

Determination of the quality of samples of semi-products was realized by the organoleptic method. At the visual examination of samples there were assessed their outlook, color, smell, taste, outlook on a cut, consistence, juiciness. The assessment was realized by 5-point scale. The gustatory commission was made of 10 experts, among which there were professional technologists and young scientists.

The number of mesophilic aerobic and facultative anaerobic microorganisms was determined by the following methodology [21]. 10 g of each sample in sterile conditions were put in a packet for the homogenizer and added with 90 ml of peptone-salt broth. The sample was homogenized using a bagmixer during 60 seconds at 20 °C.

10 cm\(^3\) of the homogenized solution, based on ready meat-fish semi-products were taken of a sample, prepared for the analysis, by a sterile tube or pipette and put in a sterile test-tube. The test-tube with the taken product was placed in the water bath with the temperature near 50 °C. Water in bath was heated to 30 °C within the product. The test-tube with the product at the given temperature was kept on the water bath with temperature (95±1) °C within the test-tube with the product during 20 min.

The number of MAFAnM in 1 g (cm\(^3\)) was determined by inoculating successive solutions in Petri dishes by the deep method. Dilutions were selected for 15–300 colonies grow in inoculations on Petri dishes.

For pouring inoculations in Petri dishes, there were used agarized mediums for cultivating mesophic aerobic and facultative anaerobic microorganisms. Inoculations were thermostated at temperature (30±1) °C during 72 hours.

After thermostating Petri dishes with 15–300 grown colonies were selected. The recalcula- tion of MAFAnM number for 1 g (cm\(^3\)) was realized depending on type of a studied product by (6):

\[
X = a \times 10^n \left( \frac{V_{\text{water}} + V_{\text{water}}}{V_{\text{water}}} \right)
\]

where \( X \) – number of colonies in 1 g (cm); \( a \) – number of colonies, grown in dishes; \( n \) – degree of tenfold dilutions in dishes; \( V_{\text{water}} \) – mass (volume) of water, added to a pot; \( V_{\text{product}} \) – mass (volume) of the product, put into the pot, cm\(^3\); \( g \) – mass (volume) of the sowing material, put in a dish, g.

Revelation of BCBG (coliform bacteria) was conducted using Kessler medium [20], that the solution with the primary dilution of semi-products was dipped in. Inoculations were thermostated at temperature (36±1) °C during 24 hours. Inoculations were made of test-tubes with signs of the growth (color change, gas-creation, muddiness) on Endo medium. Preparations were made of colonies, typical for BCBG (red with metal luster or without it, rose and light-rose), colored by Gram and microscoped. At revealing gram-negative non-spore bacilli in preparations, the test for gas creation in a semi-liquid medium with glucose was made. The result after incubation at temperature (37±1) °C in 6–8 hours was taken into account. At revealing gas creation on the medium with glucose, a conclusion about BCBG in outwashes was made.

Determination of the content of amino acids in semi-products was realized by the method of ion-changing column chromatography using the amino acid analyzer «BIOTRONIK» (Germany). The content of bound irreplaceable and replaceable amino acids is calculated in g for 100 g of the product [22]. For preparing samples, the batch with mass 0,1 g was put in the test-tube with the closed cork, poured with 10 cm\(^3\) of distilled water and 10 cm\(^3\) of concentrated saline acid. The test-tube was hermetically corked up and put in a drying-frying chamber with temperature 130 °C for 8 hours. The obtained hydrolysate was filtered through a wadding filter and poured by 3 volumes of distilled water. The obtained solution was transferred in a porcelain dish and evaporated on an electric stove to volume 0,5–1,0 ml. The obtained sample was diluted by distilled water and filtered through a paper filter in 50 ml test-tube and a filter was washed till a test-tube was filled with 35–40 ml. The quantitative determination of amino acids was made by taking 1 ml and adding
1 ml of a buffer solution with pH=2,2. The obtained sample was passed through a membrane filter with pores diameter 0,45 mcm. 50 mcl of the cleaned sample were taken and put in a chromatographic ion-exchanging column of the analyzer. After finishing the analysis, the obtained chromatogram was deciphered and areas of peaks of each amino acid were calculated by the method of external standard.

Determination of YBS of semi-products was realized by the method of gas chromatography using the automated gas chromatograph Cupol-55 (electromechanical plant “Cupol”, Russia) [23] (Fig. 2). For determining YBS of semi-products, a sample was prepared by extracting lipids. The mixture of chloroform-methanol (1:2) and water in ratios 30:3 ml were added to 6 g of the sample and homogenized during 2 min at 20 °C.

Homogenisat was centrifuged, the residue was re-extracted by 38 ml of the mixture of chloroform:methanol:water (1:2:0,8) in the homogenizer during 2 min. Forcemeat was separated by centrifuging, combined supernatants were solved in 20 ml of chloroform and 20 ml of water. Water-methanol and chloroform phase were separated by centrifuging. The low layer of chloroform was concentrated on a rotor evaporator at temperature 30–35 °C. The residue was solved in 10 ml of chloroform.

For saponification of fats there were combined 10 g of fat, 3,9 g of KOH and 50 ml of 96 % ethanol. During 2–3 hours the mixture was heated with a reverse refrigerator in the atmosphere of inert gas, periodically shaking a flask. After ending of this time, the mixture was cooled, solved by distilled water (1:1), neutralized by 10 % H₂SO₄ to pH=7 acidified to pH=2. The mixture was extracted in a dividing crater with volume 200 ml by sulfuric ether, the procedure was repeated trice in ratio 1:0,5. Combined ether tinctures were twice washed by distilled water, then dried by waterless sulfuric sodium.

The extract was concentrated on the rotor evaporator at temperature no higher than 40 °C. After heating on the water bath during 50 min, the extract was diluted by water in ratio 1:1. Then hexane tinctures were obtained. Hexane was stewed on the rotor evaporator, there were obtained chromatographically pure methyl ethers of fatty acids, solved in hexane and chromatographed on the chromatograph Cupol-55 (Russia) on the column SP 2560 (USA) with length 100 m.

The amino acid score (%) was calculated by (7) [24]:

\[ AS = \frac{AA_x}{AA_s} \times 100, \]  

where AS – amino acid score; AAₓ – amino acid in the studied protein AAs – the same amino acid in the standard protein or by the scale. The amino acid scale of FAO/WHO was used as a standard for calculating the amino acid score [24].

The absolute error of measurements was determined using Student criterion, reliable interval P=0,95, number of repeats in determinations 3–4, number of parallel tests of experimental samples – 3.

---

**Fig. 2. Chromatograph Cupol-55 (Russia)**
3. Results

The study of main functional-technological parameters of model forcemeats of cut semi-products with duck and freshwater fish demonstrated that both experimental samples were not inferior to the control one and had higher values by practically all parameters. Among the studied samples, model forcemeat with silver crucian had higher indices, comparing with the one with silver carp and control product as to the moisture content, WRC<sub>a</sub> and WRC<sub>m</sub>, forcemeat emulsifying capacity, emulsion stability.

As a result of the organoleptic assessment, it was established, that developed meat-containing cut semi-products differed by lower indices only by color from the control sample. It indicates the expedience of introducing additional natural spices for giving a product its proper color.

The studies of microbiological safety in samples of cutlets with duck and freshwater fish by MAFAnM number demonstrated, that the value of these parameters doesn’t exceed a norm [20]. Bacteria of the colon bacillus group were not revealed in any sample.

The study of the biological value of protein of the meat-containing semi-product with duck and silver crucian demonstrated the presence of all irreplaceable amino acids in a sample. The combination of waterfowl poultry and freshwater fish allows to increase the content of such amino acids as leucine, phenylalanine-tyrosine, threonine, which biological value cannot be overestimated [26].

The analysis of the protein quality by the amino acid score (AS) demonstrated that this index was higher than 100 % in all essential amino acids, except methionine. The highest amino acid score was observed in threonine.

As a result of using freshwater fish and duck meat in the recipe, the biological efficiency of lipids of a meat-containing cut semi-product, characterized by the normative ratio of ω-3 and ω-6 PUFA [27, 28], was 1:7. It testifies to the fact that at combining Pekin duck and freshwater fish, namely silver crucian in the composition of frozen cut meat-containing semi-products, it is possible to produce biologically full-value products with high qualitative characteristics.

The obtained results indicate that the recipe of meat-containing semi-products with adding silver crucian has better functional-technological parameters. The content of moisture in this sample is at the level of 82,42±1,16 % that is by 16 % higher comparing with the control sample and by 13,17 % higher comparing with the sample with silver carp.

7. Conclusions

The conducted studies proved the expedience of combining duck meat and freshwater fish in recipes of meat-containing cut semi-products. The proposed variants of recipes allowed to raise functional-technological indices of model forcemeats of semi-products at the expanse of the successful combination of components.

The results of sensory assessment of meat-containing cut semi-products demonstrated that experimental samples of cutlets are not inferior to classic ones by the total summary mark that was 4,58–4,62 points.

The study of the biological value of proteins and lipids of meat-containing cut semi-products with duck and silver crucian demonstrated that the combination of regional sources of aquaculture, waterfowl poultry with traditional types of meat and vegetable raw materials can be effective for raising the biological value of this type of products.

The conducted studies indicate perspectives of manufacturing semi-products with adding fish raw materials that allows to enrich the food ration of consumers with nutritive components and to widen the ration of people with certain limitations of consuming beef and pork.
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